Proactively preparing for a breach allows you to minimize the risk, saving you time, money, and client embarrassment. By identifying potential vulnerabilities and implementing continuous monitoring procedures, ID advises on how to reduce your risk of attack and strengthen the security posture of your organization.

ID HELPS YOU IMPLEMENT A THREAT PREVENTION PLAN BY PROVIDING:

**AUDITS**  
Cyber risk audits and a no-obligation due diligence network audit.

**CONSULTING**  
Strategic risk consulting and recommendations for securing your data.

**SECURITY TESTING, ANALYSIS & EVALUATION**  
Internal and external systems testing, full rundown of systems and protocols, and a personalized plan to manage data.

**CONTINUOUS ACTIVE MONITORING**  
Assisted or remote Security Operations Center (SOC) services to provide continuous monitoring of your infrastructure.

**DO YOU ACTIVELY MONITOR NETWORK THREATS?**

You bet! We work with you to set up procedures to actively monitor your existing systems and help you identify threats BEFORE they become breaches.

**WHERE DO MOST CYBER SECURITY THREATS COME FROM?**

The biggest cyber security threats come from inside of your organization - whether intentionally or by an error made by a well-meaning employee. Having the proper protocols set up internally can make all the difference.

**ISN’T EVERY CYBER SECURITY PROVIDER THE SAME?**

No, ID customizes our cyber security plans according to your data types and their locations, and protocols surrounding them. We are uniquely positioned to consult on cyber security because of our experience in the industry. We've seen the devastating consequences of not having robust security in place.